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album synopsis: hercules - original motion picture soundtrack in motion picture soundtrack form arranger - rhett lawrence recording musicians at capitol studios in hollywood, california. this is a complete version of the soundtrack that was released in the theatre with the movie. this is not a re-recorded album, but the original score done by rhett lawrence. the other bonus features on this release are the
making of the soundtrack with various bonus images and information from the movie. it also features a rare interview with director brett ratner and star dwayne johnson where they talk about how to make a movie about the myth of hercules. heracles used his brother iphicles as an accomplice because iphicles had no familial ties with klytos when heracles needed iphicles to be the sole cause of the

hydra's death. heracles was angered by the public's reluctance to believe that he had lived only a few years as told by the oracles. heracles accepted iphicles' story as truth on the night of his wedding, but on his return, he was horrified by his brother's hypocrisy and ruthlessness and he vowed revenge. angered with his brother's behavior, iphicles left home to live in calydon after heracles made iphicles
the hero of calydon, believing calydon was in danger and he was doing what was best for calydon. heracles then went to calydon to kill his brother iphicles. heracles' mother and deianeira begged him not to go for iphicles, but he said he was going. he went to calydon but was ambushed by iphicles and his men. iphicles cut off one of his own heads, and he would cut off the next head if he had to.
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so far, the film has grossed $379,638,029 in the united states and canada, and $380,514,112 internationally, for a total of $780,142,141 worldwide. it's the sixth highest-grossing film of the
year worldwide. to date, the film's highest-grossing territory is china where it has grossed $38,161,971, and its lowest-grossing territory is australia where it grossed $2,565,005. the film was

released in the uk and ireland in late june 2014. by july 22, it had grossed £1,100,973 domestically.[26] in the uk, it was given a 12 certificate, meaning that it can be shown after midnight and
on some public holidays, while a 15 certificate allowed for screening times from 12 noon to midnight and on public holidays. a brief review of the film gave it 5 stars, and said "the lovely and

gently humorous story is well-told by a first-class cast who are adept at taking a light-hearted film and making you care for its characters." after getting married to his wife deianeira at a young
age, oedipus, king of thebes, becomes jealous of his father, laius, and orders the execution of laius's new bride, jocasta. laius has always been afraid of oedipus, and he is relieved to hear that

jocasta has given birth to a son, whom he recognizes as his own. oedipus believes the rumor, and he becomes convinced that laius has married another woman and is planning to kill him.
jocasta is dragged before the court, where her husband, creon, who is oedipus's brother, condemns her to death. jocasta begs for laius's life, as she knows him to be innocent of any

wrongdoing. laius rejects her pleas, and he forces her to watch her son, polynices, die before her eyes. 5ec8ef588b
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